
SELF-MARSHALLING TRIAL AT THE VORGEE BRISBANE METROPOLITAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 

Brisbane Swimming will trial self-marshalling at the 2020 Vorgee Brisbane Senior Metropolitan 

Championships. 

Self-marshalling will allow swimmers to warm up more effectively, as they will not be required to spend time 

in the marshalling room prior to their event, while freeing up Technical Officials to perform other officiating 

roles. 

The published program will be final, with no reseeding or modification to lane allocations, except for 800m 

and 1500m events.   

The Entry List will be placed on the Brisbane Swimming website on the Wednesday night prior to the 

meet.  Meet Mobile will also post the program on the day of the competition.  Swimmers who 

submit late nominations will be accommodated through the allocation of a spare lane, or if necessary by 

adding another heat.   

Swimmers will report to Check Starters at the finish end (except for 50m events, which is the scoreboard 

end) for their heat swims as follows: 

 50m events six heats prior to the heat in the water 

 100m & 200m events four heats prior to the heat in the water 

 400m events two heats prior to the heat in the water 

 800m and 1500m events one heat prior to the heat in the water. 

Before reporting, swimmers must ensure they know their event, heat and lane numbers. 

Upon turning up on pool deck for their event, swimmers tick their names off in the program on their 

designated lane and then to sit in chairs located behind the starting platforms, moving progressively forward 

until their heat is to be swum. Check starters will be present to assist swimmers if required. 

Check Starters will also be stationed in the marshalling room to assist where required.  Coaches and team 

managers will no longer be restricted from entering the marshalling room when self-marshalling is being 

used. 

A Resolution Desk will be located in the marshalling room so that swimmers, team manager and coaches 

can get information on events and to notify of withdrawals from heats and finals.  Copies of the race sheets 

will be posted in that room.   

The marshalling board will display the event and heat currently in the water to allow swimmers, team 

managers and coaches at the warm-up pool to monitor the meet’s progress, and a TV monitor will be 

positioned on the warm-up pool deck to display the scoreboard. 

There will be no change to marshalling for finals – i.e. swimmers will report to the marshalling room two 

events prior to the event in the water, as per normal, and will be escorted to the pool deck by a Check 

Starter.   
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